
KEY FEATURES
• Long distance econnaissance at up to 5km
• Undetectable at 130m
• Disposable, Compact & Light
• Secured & Encrypted Data
• Trusted & Used by the U.S. Department of
Defense

• TOGA compliant

D E S I G N  E D  F O  R  T H E  U . S .  A R M Y
M  A D E  F O R  E N T  R E P R I S E

DRONE USE IN MILITARY & DEFENSE
The search for small disposable and accessible drones in military and defense is on the rise around the world. The use 
of these small but powerful tools offer superior operational intelligence and situational awareness for forces on the 
ground to save lives and minimize collateral damage. 

Its powerful 32x zoom and integrated FLIR Boson thermal camera make it a trusted drone for Scouting & Intelligence, 
Combat Support & Mobility Support missions during the day or at night - even under extreme conditions with its IP53 
rating. The zoom enables military troops to conduct long distance reconnaissance at up to 5km (3.1 miles) and to 
detect human targets at up to 2km (1.2 miles). 

For complex missions in mountainous or urban terrains, Parrot’s Beyond Line-Of-Sight solution enables operators to 
maintain a connection above 10km (6.2 miles) with video stream, telemetry, command and control uninterrupted. 

Deployable for non-stop flight missions of up to 32 minutes, and undetectable at 130m (0.08 miles), ANAFI USA is one 
of the most discreet and high-performance micro-drones on the market, ensuring total discretion during sensitive or 
close dangerous operations. Weighting 515g (1.13 lbs), its compact and foldable design make it an easy tool to 
integrate in a soldier’s tactical equipment pack but also a quick one to hand launch or hand recover from a vehicle in 
motion. ANAFI USA can also be used for highly confidential missions with its secured wireless link (AES256 with 
MicroHard) and powerful SD card encryption.  

Manufactured in the United States, ANAFI USA is trusted by the U.S. Department of Defense and selected by the 
DIU’s Blue sUAS program as a proven and safe platform for military, government and federal agencies’ use – it is also 
easily purchasable notably through the renown GSA Schedule of 2020.  

ANAFI USA is compliant with international drone and Direct Remote Identification (DRI) regulations.  




